Free Online Travel Programs
To expand services to our ever-growing family
of travel clients, we are going to continue to
increase the number and types of free
online programs that you can enjoy
through the comfort and
privacy of your personal computer.

These special free online programs - created, produced and presented entirely by the Please Go
Away™ Vacations team - are designed to provide three distinctly different types of useful travel
information. From the comfort and privacy of your personal computer or other mobile device, you are
able to see, hear, and ask private questions in a most relaxing and informative manner.


“Picture Yourself Here” Online Travelogues. These special presentations feature a number of
the personally escorted value added “FEATURE” TRAVEL experiences included in this catalog, and
also “PRIVATE LABEL” departures that we are conducting privately on behalf of an organization,
such as for a university alumni association, which is promoting the special departure entirely under
their organization name and to their particular affinity group. In addition to specific useful travel
information pertaining to the featured departures, attendees are taken on a photo journey providing
an overview of what will be experienced, informative commentary is presented, and attendee
questions are answered “immediately.”



Pre-departure Information & Question Answer Town Hall Style Meetings. Only persons
reserved on the upcoming departure are in attendance. The helpful information presented is very
specific, travel/cruise documents pertaining to the departure being discussed are reviewed, and
questions are immediately and personally answered. Sample areas of information presented
include such things as discussions on luggage size requirements and weight restrictions, flight
schedules, temperatures, clothing, tipping, purposes and application of different luggage tags,
foreign currency, packing tips and anything else anyone attending wants to ask questions about and
discuss. The goal of these meeting is to answer all questions travelers have about a travel
experience upon which they are about to depart.



Third Thursday Travel Talks. These are general discussions about new developments in travel
and items of useful information. Things like “How to Breeze Through Airport Security,” “Passport
Questions and Answers,” and various travel tips are featured. Often, travel industry leaders are
guests, discussing new happenings in their fields of travel expertise. These are presented the “third
Thursday” of the month, except during the summer.

Important! Clients and interested persons from throughout North America are able to enjoy private,
informative and enjoyable presentations. regardless of where you may be. Attendees have full control
as to whether they attend or not (they can never be forced upon you,) and can leave the presentations
at any time.
These special presentations are just part of Please Go Away™ Vacations dedication to unmatched
personal service before, during, and after your travels. We call the dedication and commitment to our
award-winning personal service, “Small Town Caring - Worldwide!”

